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exploring non-linear transition 
pathways in social-ecological 
systems
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Sylvie Huet1, Marco A. Janssen2,4, Manjana Milkoreit8 & Michael Schoon2,4

tipping point dynamics are fundamental drivers for sustainable transition pathways of social-ecological 
systems (SeS). current research predominantly analyzes how crossing tipping points causes regime 
shifts, however, the analysis of potential transition pathways from these social and ecological tipping 
points is often overlooked. in this paper, we analyze transition pathways and the potential outcomes 
that these may lead to via a stylized model of a system composed of interacting agents exploiting 
resources and, by extension, the overall ecosystem. interactions between the social and the ecological 
system are based on a perception-exploitation framework. We show that the presence of tipping 
points in SeS may yield counter-intuitive social-ecological transition pathways. for example, the high 
perception of an alarming ecological state among agents can provide short-term ecological benefits, 
but can be less effective in the long term, compared to a low-perception condition. This work also 
highlights how understanding non-linear interactions is critical for defining suitable transition pathways 
of any SeS.

Human actions and ecological systems are continually co-evolving via complex, interdependent feedback dynam-
ics, making it difficult to fully understand such interactions between the social system and the ecological system, 
especially if each system is studied in isolation1–5. In addition, the non-linear processes that characterize both 
social and ecological dynamics reduce the ability of researchers and decision-makers to identify management 
strategies that maintain or restore the sustainability of social-ecological systems (SES)6. Although several stud-
ies7–9 analyze these non-linear processes, identifying transition pathways of SES from one state to another pre-
sents a major current challenge for managing SES. Identifying the set of available transition pathways is vital for 
assessing the impact of perturbations on SES sustainability as well as developing restoration policies for over-
exploited ecosystems. While tipping points have been widely studied6,10–12, there is a need to better assess their 
effects on potential and specific transition pathways of SES.

Tipping-point dynamics are generally analyzed as drivers of regime shifts, especially from an ecological point 
of view6,11. The definition of a tipping point slightly differs from one discipline to another. In physics, a tip-
ping point is defined as an unstable equilibrium, whereas the concept is more qualitative in other disciplines. 
Generally a tipping point is characterized by the fact that “a small perturbation can cause a qualitative change in 
the future state of a system”10. Taking the broader literature into account, Milkoreit and colleagues12 enumerated 
over 20 definitions of tipping points. In this work we use the tipping point definition proposed by Milkoreit and 
colleagues12: a tipping point is “the point or threshold at which small quantitative changes in the system trigger a 
non-linear change process that is driven by system-internal feedback mechanisms and inevitably leads to a qualita-
tively different state of the system, which is often irreversible”12.
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The study of transition pathways in SES through the lens of Ecological Tipping Points (ETP) and Social 
Tipping Points (STP) has received less attention because it requires formal SES modeling approaches that can 
account for social and ecological tipping processes. This is mainly due to the fact that (1) integrating social behav-
iour in ecological modeling is still a major challenge and (2) STP have been under-analyzed in terms of formal 
models. Integration of social behaviour in models has been a prominent question since the 1970’s13 with several 
works since in environmental sciences1,14–17. Whereas this is an “old” issue in some ways, it is quite new for analyz-
ing regime shifts and tipping points in SES. Indeed, despite extensive efforts to develop coupled SES models, the 
majority of “regime shift” models focuses only on one linkage, either E → S or S → E, such as the work of Horan 
et al.18 on the influence of institutional changes on ecological regime shifts, the influence of individual profits on 
critical transitions19, or the analysis of early warnings in human-environment systems20.

For analyzing how tipping points may affect transition pathways of SES, simple models of stability land-
scapes (as the one represented in Fig. 1) may provide important insights. For instance, consider an initial SES 
state and an ecologically motivated target SES state (see Fig. 1). The existence of a separatrix (a set of possible 
social-ecological tipping points) makes it difficult to identify how the target state can be reached. We explore 
how the available transition pathways can be represented in such a stability landscape. The first type of transition 
is represented by pathway A: an ecological source of change pushes the system over an ecological tipping point; 
there is no change in the social dimension of the system. However, the initial source of change may be social as 
represented by pathway B. In this case, a social and ecological tipping point is being crossed, transforming the 
SES. The target state can be reached along two different pathways, potentially open to different decision-making 
strategies. Other scenarios could involve a single STP or ETP opening up multiple pathways to end states that 
differ both in their social and ecological qualities.

Thus, in order to analyze more deeply how STP and ETP may influence non-linear transitions of SES, we cre-
ated a formal model that takes both social and ecological processes and their feedbacks into account and identifies 
their effect on the selection of a pathway.

A stylized social-ecological model of exploitation
The purpose of this stylized model is to highlight the effect of social-ecological feedbacks - how the dynamics 
of the ecological system affects the dynamics of social system and vice versa - and tipping points on the transi-
tion pathways of SES. More specifically, both the social and the ecological submodels of a coupled SES should 
have the potential for tipping behavior if we want to analyze feedbacks and spill-overs between them. Hence we 
devise a model with three key properties: tipping points characterize (1) the ecological submodel as well as the 
(2) social submodel and (3) where the social and the ecological submodels exhibit a double linkage in terms of 
dynamics. For the first two properties, we chose well-known models that exhibit ETP and STP. More specifically, 
we used a bioeconomic model21–23 for ETP that has been used for connecting institutional change and ecological 
tipping points18. Among social models, many exhibit STP, including Schelling’s spatial segregation model24, the 
critical mass model25 or opinion dynamics26,27. We opted for an opinion dynamic model based on a bounded 
confidence26,28 because of its simplicity (one equation, see Methods) and the presence of STP28,29. We created 

Figure 1. Social-ecological feedbacks for defining transition pathways in SES. In order to reach a given target 
state, several transition pathways are possible. Here, an ecologically driven transition pathway A and a socially 
driven transition pathway B are represented.
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two-directional model coupling (i.e. E → S and S → E) through a perception-exploitation framework, which 
enables an analysis of unexpected social-ecological feedbacks within the SES (see Methods for a full description of 
the model). The model presented here focuses on interactions between two well-studied sub-models. The interac-
tions between the ETP and STP models highlight the complexity of emerging transition pathways. Understanding 
this simple model is key in order to then assess more complex models that may include markets or institutional 
arrangements.

In a typical common-pool resource management context (see Fig. 2), resources are rivalrous (i.e. if one indi-
vidual exploits the resource, the resources available to other users diminishes) but non-excludable (i.e. it is not 
possible to exclude individuals belonging to a community from exploiting the resource as rights are not individ-
ually owned but are defined at the community level). Here, we consider a community where no restrictions on 

Figure 2. Schematic view of social-ecological interactions based on the collective (a) and individual (b) points 
of view. The global exploitation of the ecological system depends on the sum of individual exploitations (a) 
that depends on several social processes (perception, social interactions, etc.) that yields changes in individual 
options (b).
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resource exploitation exist. However, individuals can voluntarily reduce or increase resource exploitation depend-
ing on whether they perceive that the ecosystem is in an alarming state (i.e. is close to collapsing) or not (i.e. is in 
good condition). The interaction between exploitation and perception of ecosystem conditions is a key feature 
of our model. More precisely, we assume that several users exploit an ecosystem (orange arrow on Fig. 2). They 
tune their exploitation decisions according to their own opinion concerning the “right” level of resource harvest 
(blue arrow on Fig. 2). This means that individuals will exploit the system based on their own beliefs regarding the 
maximum possible harvest (i.e., individual benefit) that maintains a certain level of biomass, which enables them 
to maintain exploitation in the future.

If the results of these exploitation choices do not conform with their exploitation opinion, users will adapt and 
change their behavior in order to more closely match their opinion and actual exploitation results30. Further, aside 
from individual exploitation decisions, the dynamics of users’ opinions depend on a range of social processes 
based on specific individual characteristics, the overall social system and the ecological system (see also31). Here 
- for the sake of simplicity - we will not consider the full complexity of individual decision processes, but instead 
we focus on: (1) their interactions with the ecological system based on the perceived health of the ecosystem; (2) 
their interactions with the social system based on the opinions of other users about the right level of individual 
exploitation of the ecosystem; (3) individuals’ characteristics based on their opinion about the exploitation of the 
ecosystem. The health of the ecosystem is assessed by users by way of their perceptions of whether the ecosystem 
is in an alarming state (green arrow on Fig. 2). This perception process may aggregate a diversity of social pro-
cesses based on the availability of information or on the knowledge infrastructure32, the social environment33, the 
cultural values of the population as well as the personal beliefs about undesirable ecological states. This percep-
tion process is tuned by a threshold θ above which an agent becomes alarmed about the state of the ecosystem 
(“high perception state”, see green box on Fig. 2b as well as Methods). All these social processes involved in per-
ception are aggregated here as black box that amplify or reduce the state of being alarmed about the ecosystem. 
Concretely, a lower biomass level of the ecosystem is required for alarming agents with low perception.

Building on existing research on behavioral dynamics and collective action34,35, the social processes consid-
ered here concern interactions among users about their opinion on the right individual exploitation level (red 
network on Fig. 2). For representing such social interactions, we use the bounded confidence model26 (see red 
box on Fig. 2b as well as Methods).

Based on the perception of alarming ecological states and interaction with other users, users’ opinions evolve 
over time leading to changes in their exploitation levels (blue box on Fig. 2b, see also Methods). Finally, users 
change their exploitation behavior if their opinions are too far away from their current exploitation in order to 
avoid cognitive dissonance (see orange box on Fig. 2b and Methods).

This simple framework has the merit of being a generic approach to decision-making based on general feed-
backs between social and ecological processes unfolding in a SES. Note that we have set up all parameters of the 
models within the range of parameters exhibiting STP and ETP. Values were extracted from the literature21–23,29 
(see Methods for more details). We have chosen the values arbitrarily within these ranges but other values do 
not change the qualitative conclusions of the present work - as long as the values are within these tipping ranges.

Finally, we consider three types of users having different social-economic behavior in the system: moderate 
users, productive users and ecological users. Each user type is characterized by different (a) perception of alarm-
ing ecological states, (b) initial levels of ecosystem exploitation preferences, and (c) susceptibility to changes in 
opinion based on social interactions. Moderate users exhibit moderate behavior in terms of perception of alarm-
ing ecological states and exploitation. Productive users are characterized by a low perception - it means that they 
don’t decrease their exploitation even if the biomass is low - and a high initial level of exploitation. Ecological 
users are characterized by a high perception of - it means that they take into account the level of biomass in their 
decision process if the biomass is too low - and a low initial exploitation level. Further, while moderate users 
modify their opinions on the ecological state and exploitation via social interactions, productive and ecological 
users do not. That is, productive and ecological users have "extreme” opinions not susceptible to change via social 
interactions. Note that, in what follows, a part of the analysis is done by comparing the behavior of the moderate 
users with the behavior of the engaged users (productive and ecological ones), the latter being not sensitive to 
social interactions with two different perceptions of the ecosystem. Table 1 summarizes users characteristics. Each 
user has a social-economic behavior which is the same all along a simulation.

The purpose is to see how this diversity of social-economic behaviors may lead to sudden changes within 
the social-ecological systems and to analyze the involved transition pathways. For this purpose, we especially 
analyze two main issues with an increasing complexity: (1) how social changes may drive unexpected ecological 
transition pathways and (2) how ecological changes may drive coupled social and ecological transition pathways.

Characteristics
Moderate 
users

Productive users 
(Engaged)

Ecological users 
(Engaged)

Susceptibility of users to change opinions 
by social interactions Yes No No

Perception of alarming ecological states Moderate Low High

Initial exploitation and opinion about 
exploitation Moderate High Low

Table 1. User characteristics related to the suggestibility to change opinions, characteristics of the perception of 
the ecosystem health and initial level of exploitation.
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Results
Social tipping points as a driver of ecological transition pathways. We first focus on transition 
pathways with exclusively social drivers of change (as the transition pathway B on Fig. 1). We suppose that there 
is no perception of alarming ecological states and that opinions of users only change according to social interac-
tions. In practice, no perception may mean either: (1) users do not have any information about the state of the 
ecosystem because of a lack of information infrastructure or a lack of environmental incentive (but they may be 
active if they would have the information); or (2) users have the information but they never perceive the ecosys-
tem as within an alarming state because of their beliefs about undesirable ecological states. Thus, the three types 
of users defined in Table 1 still exist but they are not defined through the "perception of alarming ecological states" 
dimension. Indeed, without a perception process, opinion dynamics of the population only depend on social 
interactions. As explored in the literature, many final states may emerge, such as (a) moderate cluster(s), a single 
extreme, double extremes or continuously fluctuating opinions29.

With the values of parameters chosen here, previous work28,29 has shown that the presence of such engaged 
users may create instability and generate tipping processes, even if the proportion of engaged users is very low. 
Specifically, a new stationary state of this model has been highlighted that is particularly relevant to our topic, in 
which uncertain agents avoid converging to extreme positions: depending on uncertainty and/or the proportion 
of extremists, their opinions keep fluctuating instead of becoming extreme28. Besides, in some cases, we may 
observe a tipping behavior of the population: before converging to a single extreme, the population first converges 
to a quasi-stationary state of fluctuating opinions28.

In what follows, engaged users represent 0.2% of the population and are equally distributed as follows: 0.1% 
of ecological users (with a low level of individual exploitation) and 0.1% of productive users (with a high level 
of individual exploitation). In Fig. 3a,b, we have represented two transition pathways of our SES that depend on 
social tipping. In the left panel, the opinions of the population over time are represented: black points represent 
opinions of the moderate users and red points represent the opinions of engaged users (ecological and productive 
users). Opinions of the the population keep fluctuating until a tipping point is reached. This social tipping leads 
to a polarization of the population towards two extreme cases (see the left figures in Fig. 3). In both cases, there 
is a sudden social change of the state (around time = 100 for transition pathway 1 and time = 200 for transition 

Figure 3. Transition pathways based on social dynamics that yield two final ecological states. In both cases, 
there is a sudden social change of the state (around time = 120 for the first transition pathway and time = 200 
for the second one) due to instability of the system (left figures): opinions of the moderate users (in black) are 
fluctuating until a tipping towards engaged users (in red) depending on the tipping case: ecological users for 
case 1 (a) when ecological users have influenced all the moderate users and defined a strongly ecological norm, 
and productive users for case 2 (b) when productive users have influenced all the moderate users and defined 
a strongly productive behavior. According to the social tipping (productive or ecological tipping), we have 
two transition pathways: either there is a convergence towards a stable biomass equilibrium (case 1, a) or an 
extinction of the biomass (case 2, b).
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pathway 2) due to instability of the system: opinions of the moderate users (in black) are fluctuating until a tip-
ping towards engaged users (in red) occurs depending on the tipping case: ecological users for the first transition 
pathway (Fig. 3a) and productive users for the second one (Fig. 3b).

This social tipping (of perceptions) changes the exploitation behavior of users and therefore the ecological 
dynamics (see Fig. S1 in SI). The ecological system may also exhibit tipping points - as is the case here - that may 
change the final stable equilibrium of the SES. When the social tipping is toward ecologically-inclined users, the 
system converges towards a stable biomass equilibrium (transition pathway 1, Fig. 3a - right part). On the other 
hand, when the social tipping is toward productive users, the system reaches an ecological tipping point yielding 
an extinction of the biomass produced by the ecological system and exploited by the users (transition pathway 2, 
Fig. 3b - right part).

To summarize, the type of social tipping point will determine whether the SES crosses an ecological tipping 
point or not. This simple example shows how it is necessary to explore transition pathways beyond the presence 
of tipping points. Here, the social-ecological interactions will lead to two very different ecological transition path-
ways although the tipping point was initially social.

perception of ecological changes as a driver of social and ecological transition pathways. Now, 
we consider that users have a perception of alarming ecological states and that opinions of users change according 
to (1) these ecosystem state perceptions and (2) their social interactions. Due to this interaction between individ-
ual perceptions and social communication, user opinions can change in surprising ways. For example, although 
the exploitation opinions of moderate users are initially located between the opinions of ecological and pro-
ductive users, their final exploitation opinion can be outside of this range, reaching the extreme lower limit (no 
exploitation). This is due to opinion adjustment dynamics described in the methods section. In this case, social 
tipping points are either due to social interactions (as it was the case in the previous section); or the perception of 
alarming ecological states. If we decrease the perception of all users, results are quite similar to the case described 
in the previous section (not represented here for the sake of simplicity). On the other hand, if we increase percep-
tion of all users, population tends to behave like ecological users. Note that the specific case of similar perception 
for all agents is described in SI “case of similar perception” (see the description as well as Fig. S10). Perception and 
exploitation of the ecosystem create feedbacks between the social and the ecological systems. Such feedbacks are 
portrayed in Fig. 4. The transition pathway is described as follows from a tipping point analysis:

•	 Initially, the high perception of alarming ecological states by ecological users leads them to decrease their indi-
vidual exploitation to a low value (see Fig. S2 and the links between opinion and exploitation). This quick change 
of the opinion of ecological users creates a significant distance between ecological and moderate users, which 
implies that moderate users no longer adjust their opinions towards the ecological perspective. These dynamics 
yield an early social tipping point (STP1) of the opinions of moderate users towards the productive users;

Figure 4. Socio-ecological transition pathway caused by socio-ecological feedbacks, social tipping points 
(STP) and ecological tipping points (ETP). For (a,d), red points represent engaged users whereas black points 
represent moderate users.
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•	 Corresponding increase of exploitation leads to a slow decrease of the biomass of the ecosystem (Fig. 4b) until 
the first ecological tipping point (ETP1). Biomass decrease even accelerates after ETP1;

•	 When the biomass reaches a low value (around 1), perception of moderate users change to high - they 
become alarmed about the state of the ecosystem. This leads to the second social tipping point (STP2, which 
is a perception tipping point (Fig. 4c)) with a significant decrease of the exploitation opinion (Fig. 4b) and 
actual level of individual exploitation because of the cognitive dissonance between users’ opinion and users’ 
exploitation results. This cognitive dissonance leads to delays as well as abruptness in the exploitation dynam-
ics (see Fig. S3 for the influence of the cognitive dissonance on the results). Note that the level of biomass is 
not low enough to lead to a change of the opinion of the productive users;

•	 This decrease of exploitation, again created by changes among moderate users, leads the ecosystem to cross 
an ecological tipping point (ETP2) (Fig. 4b), after which the biomass of the ecosystem begins to increase;

•	 This increase of biomass changes the perception of moderate users again: they no longer perceive an alarming 
ecological state (Fig. 4c). This leads to the stabilization of their opinion (STP3, which is a perception tipping 
point) and of their exploitation levels (Fig. 4d). Note that this stabilization of the population is also due to the 
fact that moderate users are not influenced by ecological or productive users;

•	 Finally, this stabilization of opinions (and therefore of exploitations, see Fig. S2 in SI) leads to a convergence 
of the biomass (see the final state on Fig. 4b).

However, the inter-dependencies between the perception process and the ecological dynamics may yield 
counter-intuitive transition pathways in certain cases. For instance, we now increase or decrease the perception 
level of the whole population (engaged and moderate users) by adjusting which states of the ecosystem, i.e., levels 
of produced biomass, are considered alarming or secure. In other words, ecosystem states that were previously 
considered alarming are no longer alarming in new simulations (called Low perception in what follows compared 
to the reference Moderate perception represented in Fig. 4), or on the contrary, ecosystem states that were previ-
ously considered secure are perceived as alarming in new simulations (called High perception in what follows).

Results are compared with the reference case (plotted in Fig. 4) in Fig. 5. Lower and higher perception of 
alarming ecological states follows the reference trajectory from the initial state (point A) to point B. Indeed, at 
point B, higher perception leads people to react sooner, i.e., to change their exploitation opinion, whereas lower 
perception leads people to wait for a lower biomass before reacting (points C and D). Surprisingly, delaying the 
reaction leads to higher final biomass (point E) than the final biomass of the moderate (point F) and high (point 
G) perception scenarios. This is due to the fact the SES crosses the ecological tipping points later, which enables 
the SES to reach a higher stable ecological equilibrium. Note that, in some cases, very low perception may cause 
the shutdown of the exploitation as is the case when we have no perception (see Fig. 3). Besides, the 
socio-ecological transition may exhibit complex behavior as it is the case for high perception: in this latter case, 
the system exhibits cyclic behavior before converging to point G. To explain this, let’s consider the opinion and 
perception dynamics (see also Fig. S7). Opinion of moderate users are attracted by productive users but their 
perception of the ecological state counter-balances this attraction yielding a stabilization of their opinion. Note 
that, if we continue simulations, there are two possible convergences (at infinite time) because of the perception 
process: either there is a long transient convergence (with a convergence of − −

e t10 6
, t being the time) or a rapid 

convergence towards a non-nil exploitation because of the cognitive dissonance that allows a non-nil exploitation 
(see Figs. S4, S5 and S6 in SI for more explanations).

Despite having a higher final biomass, low perception of alarming ecological states may momentarily push 
the SES towards undesirable states. For instance, let’s consider socio-economic constraints expressed by a mini-
mum biomass (i.e. economic constraint on the Fig. 5) and a minimum exploitation (i.e. social constraint on the 
Fig. 5)32,36. These constraints are not implemented within the model and have been manually added on the figure 

Figure 5. Influence of perception of alarming ecological states on ecological transition pathways. Despite of 
initial common trajectory (from point A to point B), perception level dramatically changes the trajectory of 
the ecological system. Three types of perceptions are tested. Low perception surprisingly leads to a higher final 
biomass (point E) whereas a high perception leads to a lower final biomass (point G). However, the minimum 
value of the biomass along the trajectory is lower for low perception compared to the trajectory induced by high 
perception.
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to help with the following analysis. With a low perception of alarming ecological states, the economic constraint 
is not always complied with (see the blue trajectory on Fig. 5) whereas this economic constraint is complied with 
in the case of moderate and high perception. The moral of this simple example is that delaying critical state of the 
SES (because of weak perception) may yield an undesirable state but gives a favorable final state for the SES - a 
result perhaps different from what many expected! It shows the trade-offs between low and long term effects of 
transition pathways of SES: high perception produces short-term benefits with lower long-term benefits com-
pared to low perception. Note that results have also been plotted in the biomass-opinion space (see Fig. S8).

implications for designing social-ecological policies in the Anthropocene. Defining sustainable 
transition pathways of SES still remains challenging in the context of global change because of highly non-linear 
interactions between the social and the ecological systems. Indeed, as discussed by Folke et al.2, SES intrinsically 
exhibit non-linear dynamics as well as potential tipping points, making the analysis of these transitions difficult. 
Despite of the importance of tipping points in transition pathways37, models have been prominently used for 
anticipating critical transitions6 and less used for exploring the set of potential transition pathways of SES in the 
presence of tipping points yielding unexpected non-linear feedbacks. Here, we focus on the non-linear interde-
pendencies between the social and ecological entities in order to show how transition pathways emerge from 
non-linear feedbacks. Beyond coupling ecological and social models and analyzing STP and ETP, we especially 
focused on how socio-ecological interactions may influence the SES transitions in the short term as well as the 
long term. More specifically, results show that socio-ecological feedbacks may involve counter-intuitive ecological 
transition pathways because of the temporal scale of spillovers: a high perception of alarming ecological states 
provides short-term benefits but it is less effective in the long term, compared to low perception that may provide, 
on the other hand short-term negative externalities. For instance, in our example, our ecosystem is below the 
economic constraint threshold for an extended period (see Fig. 5) yielding negative externalities despite long term 
benefits. The low and high perception cases show the complexity of managing long-term and short-term benefits.

Taking into account such non-linear interactions is still challenging but necessary if we want to design suitable 
policy for managing SES as a whole. For instance, to cope with climate change, do we need first to invest in geoen-
gineering technologies or to raise public awareness regarding the damages caused by climate change that may be 
a trigger for massive investment in geoengineering? More generally, exploring transition pathways highlights the 
role of norms, rules and values for managing SES38,39, which constitutes a key issue especially because “resource 
management is people management”40. Despite the importance of the social system for many global issues, social 
processes have been less theorized and modeled in the natural resource management literature as compared to 
the ecological components, limiting our understanding concerning social influences in SES transitions. However, 
even if understanding social dynamics remains challenging, beyond economic incentives, policies have to provide 
value-based reasons for people to change their expectations (and hence, behavior)41 and also to take into account 
social norms that play an important role for solving global issues such as climate change42. Finally, introducing 
more sophisticated economic and institutional processes, such as mediating behavior of markets or effort costs 
of exploitation may produce other perspectives in terms of transition pathways but the emerging complexity may 
make their analysis difficult. Therefore, both qualitative and quantitative tools are required in order to highlight 
social-ecological interactions, tipping points and hence transition pathways. Their integration will contribute to 
the design of social-suited policy, a key of success for solving large-scale contemporary issues.

Methods
General comments. The model has been implemented in python 3.6 with PyCuda. The code is available 
here: https://github.com/jdmathias/SES-transition-pathways.

We used a combination of existing models that exhibit tipping points for specific values of parameters. 
Therefore, we chose values of the parameters within this range for having tipping points. We used a discretized 
model with a unitary time step. The Fig. 2b represents a schematic view of the model.

ecosystem dynamics. The ecosystem dynamics, in our model, are represented by the classic model pro-
posed by Clark21 discretized as follows: 

+ = + −x t x t B x t E t( 1) ( ) ( ( )) ( ) (1)

Where the variable x(t) represents the biomass of the ecosystem at time t and depends on the level of exploita-
tion E(t) and the ecosystem dynamics B(x(t)). Many studies32,43–45 have analyzed variations of the model system 
we represented in equation 1. Such analysis centered on robust management under different assumptions of 
ecosystem dynamics (B(x(t))) and ecosystem exploitation (E(t))21,22. In this model, we represent the biomass 
dynamics as follows: 

= −B x t rx t K x t( ( )) ( )( ( )) (2)

where the parameter r represents the ecosystem regeneration capacity (set at r = 0.25), K represents the maxi-
mum carrying capacity (set at K = 3) of the ecosystem. The population is composed of N agents (N = 1000). Note 
that these parameters have been chosen in order to have ecological tipping points and therefore to avoid straight-
forward ecological dynamics. Note that others parameters values may be chosen as long as these values enable us 
to have ecological tipping points. The total ecosystem exploitation E, on the other hand, is given by the the sum of 
each individual user exploitation level as in21– 23 E t E t( ) ( )i

N
i1= ∑ = . N is the total number of users (here we set N at 

1000), and Ei(t) is the exploitation level of user i at time t. Ei(t) is then determined by one personal characteristics 
and its social interactions. Fig. 2 graphically shows the model system we employ here to analyze the interactions 
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between social and ecological processes and their overall effect on the SES of interest. In what follows, the initial 
exploitation of productive users is set at 0.0007 whereas the exploitation of ecological users is set at 0.0003. 
Exploitations of moderate users are randomly set following N m m( , /10)E E  with me = 0.0005. It yields an initial 
total exploitation E(0) = N × mE = 0.5.

from opinion to exploitation... and cognitive dissonance. In our stylized model, users form an opin-
ion about the relevant behavior by perceiving the resource state, and discussing the right level of exploitation. 
They change their behavior when their opinion is perceived by them as significantly different, and their cur-
rent behavior is thus assessed as irrelevant. In social psychology, it has been shown there is a strong correlation 
between someone’s behavior and someone’s opinion about this behavior46.

This change behavior decision is inspired from the Cognitive Dissonance theory of Festinger which argues 
that people suffer from a psychological discomfort30 when they perceive incoherence between their behavior and 
their beliefs, in our case the agents’ opinion and their behavior. Moreover, numerous authors have shown there is 
a lot of resistance to behavioral change in situations to which the “good” behavior is not already known by people. 
Messages can be neglected and/or distorted; the problem can be redefined, etc.47–49.

The opinion is computed accordingly to the theory of reasoned action46. We assume it depends on a subjective 
norm given by an “attitude” process based on discussions between agents, and personal beliefs corresponding to 
the personal experiment, in our model the already adopted behavior of the agent. Personal belief and subjective 
norm are weighted accordingly to oneself perception of the resource state: the more critical the resource state, the 
more weighted is the personal belief, the less weighted is the subjective norm. This means, in critical situations 
issued from a social process defining a behavior, agents do not trust anymore to society to define their behavior.

The “social interaction” process defining the subjective norm is built accordingly to the theory of the social 
comparison50 which has shown people ordinary refer to the social world to decide about an “unknown value”. In 
practice, they tend to adopt the others’ opinion until the point they feel close enough to them to perceive a quite 
consensual norm about this value. This is also in accordance with the theory of Social Judgement51 defining each 
agent has an “assimilation latitude” corresponding to a difference to others to which they feel close to them and 
assimilate them to us. This assimilation latitude is denoted u in our “social interaction” process.

Using a formal description, we consider that each user i has an exploitation opinion Oi(t) about what she 
thinks to be the right exploitation according to the perceived state of the ecosystem and interactions with other 
users. In other words, this exploitation opinion Oi(t) corresponds to a level of exploitation which results from 
her perception of the ecosystem and her interactions with other users. The exploitation Ei(t) is connected to the 
exploitation opinion Oi(t) as follows (see also the orange part on Fig. 2): 

=





− − − ≤
E t

E t O t E t D
O t

( )
( 1), if ( ) ( 1)
( ), otherwise (3)

i
i i i

i

 where D corresponds to the dissonance threshold and is set to 0.0001. If the exploitation opinion Oi(t) of user i 
corresponds to her current exploitation Ei(t − 1) (i.e. Oi(t) = Ei(t − 1)), exploitation of user i is in harmony with 
her exploitation opinion. If her exploitation opinion Oi(t) is far away from her exploitation Ei(t − 1) (higher 
than D), there is a cognitive dissonance: user i doesn’t do what she thinks to be right and she may subjected to 
negative psychological consequences30. When there is an inconsistency between exploitation opinion and cur-
rent exploitation (dissonance), something must change to eliminate this dissonance30: we consider that user i 
changes her exploitation Ei(t − 1) when her exploitation is too far away from her exploitation opinion Oi(t) (i.e., 
|Ei(t − 1) − Oi(t)| > D).

opinion dynamics. We simulate opinion dynamics by using the bounded confidence (BC) model26,29. The 
exploitation opinion Oi(t) of user i changes according to (see the blue part on Fig. 2): 1) social interactions Si(t) 
with other users and 2) her perception process Pi(t) of the state x of the exploited ecosystem yielding the following 
discretized dynamics (with a unitary time step): 

� ������ ������ � �������������� �������������� � ���� ����+ = + − −O t O t S t S t P t P t O t( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
(4)

i i i i i i i
Social interactions “Social interactions/perception” interaction Perception

•	 Si(t) are represented by BC model that consider bounded pair interactions: if user i interacts with user j, the 
user i is only influenced by user j if opinion user j is not too far away of her opinion - modeled by a threshold 
denoted u26. These social interactions are described more in detail in the next section;

•	 Pi(t) represents the perception process of individuals about the alarming ecological state of the system and 
dynamically evolved according to the state x of the ecosystem. Perception process can be modelled as having 
an effect only when alarming. In other words, perception influences the social interactions and social dynam-
ics if and only if there is a clear alarming perceived ecological environment.

According to Eq. 4, it is possible to weight the influence of social interactions via the perception function Pi(t). 
This perception function evolves over time but is ranged between 0 and 1. Note that if the perception function 
takes the value of 0 (meaning no perception of alarming ecological state), the dynamics of user i will be only 
based on social interactions. On the other hand, if the perception function is equal to 1 (meaning that the per-
ception of ecological state is very alarming): (1) social interactions will not influence the opinion of user i; (2) the 
exploitation opinion becomes 0, e.g. user i thinks that we need to stop exploitation of the ecosystem (limit case). 
Therefore, in whats follows, social tipping points aggregate: (1) tipping points caused by social interactions and 
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(2) tipping points due to perception of the ecological state. Note that, despite users’ initial opinions are ranged 
between 0.0003 and 0.0007, but their opinions can evolve between 0 (nil exploitation) and 0.0007 (initial opinion 
of productive users).

Social interactions: the bounded confidence model. For modeling social interactions Si(t), we use the 
bounded confidence model (see the red part on Fig. 2). Following the original model of26, we consider a popula-
tion of N agents composed of two types of users:

•	 moderate users: they may be influenced by their interactions with other users (in opinion jargon, we have 
a high value of opinion’s uncertainty). All the moderate agents exhibit the same uncertainty u about their 
opinion: if a moderate user i discuss with a user j with an exploitation opinion Oj(t) far away from her opinion 
(|Oi(t) − Oj(t)| > u), user i is not influenced by user j;

•	 engaged users: they are defined as people with an “extreme” opinion that never change due to social 
interactions.

Note that uncertainty u in opinion dynamics represents a “distance of opinion” threshold above which no 
interaction takes place. In other words, it represents an opinion range within which agent can be influenced: if an 
agent i (with opinion Oi(t)) discussed with another agent j (with opinion Oj(t)), there is an interaction only if 
|Oi(t) − Oj(t)| < u. The initial opinions of users are equal to their individual exploitations Ei(t). Engaged user has 
a high certainty about its opinions (u = 0). The proportion of engaged users in the population is denoted pe 
(pe = 0.2% with 0.1% of ecological users and 0.1% of productive users). An engaged user exhibits the two follow-
ing features: (i) it expresses an extreme opinion, either 0.0003 (low exploitation of ecological users) or 0.0007 
(high exploitation of productive users); (ii) it has a high certainty about its opinions (it means that uncertainty of 
engaged users is null and that they do not change their opinion). Each user is paired once in one period: N

2
 ran-

dom pairs interact at each time step. When a user i (with opinion Oi(t)) meets an agent j (with opinion Oj(t)), 
opinion of user i is modified as follows: 








= . 
 − 

 − <

=

S t O t O t i O t O t u

S t i

( ) 0 5 ( ) ( ) if user is moderate AND if ( ) ( )

( ) 0 if user is engaged (5)

i j i i j

i

All individuals’ opinions are updated simultaneously at each time step yielding a simultaneous updating of the 
opinions. u is set at 0.00021 for moderate users and 0 for engaged users. The values of u and pe have been chosen 
in order to have opinion tipping within a reasonable time range for computation (between time = 100 and 200)29: 
have shown that it depends on the combination of u and pe. Other combinations will not change qualitatively the 
conclusions of the paper as long as u/pe-combinations yield opinion tipping points.

perception. For the perception function Pi(t), we choose a function based on a sigmoïd (s-shaped) which is 
equal to 0 in the case of no alarming perception of the ecological state and equal to 1 when the ecological state is 
catastrophic (see the green part on Fig. 2): 

θ
= −

+
P t x t

x t
( ) 1 ( )

( ) (6)i

q

q q

This function has been chosen because it enables to control the value of the perception inflection point 
(θ-parameter) as well as the rate of perception change (q-parameter set at 10). Indeed, the perception function 
Pi(t) is controlled by the value of θ (set at 0.775) that represents the inflection point of the sigmoïd, i.e. it is the 
alarming state of the ecosystem for which the perception of moderate users suddenly increases in such a way they 
perceived the ecological state in an alarming state. Note that the exact value of the inflection point is θ −

+( )q
q

q1
1

1/
 

which is approximated by θ. Note that other functions may be used as long as it exhibits sudden change in percep-
tion. As explained before, the perception of ecological users is supposed to be higher (the θ-value of ecological 
users is multiplied by 2) whereas the perception of productive users is supposed to be lower (the θ-value of pro-
ductive users is divided by 2). We set q = 10 that implies a high rate of perception change in order to have percep-
tion tipping. Note that other high values of q - yielding sudden perception change - will not change qualitatively 
the results. For Fig. 3, case of no perception, we fix the value of θ to 0: it means that the perception function does 
not evolve over time, i.e. Pi(t) = cst = 0. Figure 4 represents results of the reference scenario, i.e. θ = 0.9. For Fig. 5, 
we multiply the value of θ by 0.9 or 1.1 for testing the effect of perception leading to θ = 0.9*0.775 for "low percep-
tion” case and θ = 1.1*0.775 for the "high perception” case. The perception function is plotted on Fig. S9 for the 
three cases.
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